1 Background 2
investigation of a joint influence of genetic and environmental factors on the brain and on human 48 cognitive abilities [16] . An influence of age of onset of musical training [17] [18] [19] , ethnicity [12, 14, 49 19], and type of musical education (label to fixed pitch vs. label to interval, unfixed to pitch) 50 techniques [12] ) suggest environmental aspects in the acquisition of AP. In contrast, AP often 51 clusters in families, genetically overlaps with other familial aggregated abilities (e.g. synesthesia 52
[20]) and has a higher incidence in autistic people [3, 7, 21-25] and in Williams-syndrome [26] , 53 assess general nonverbal intelligence and information processing speed, respectively. Musical 116 ability and musical experience were controlled for with the use of AMMA (Advanced Measures of 117 Music Audiation, [67]), Musical-Sophistication Index (GOLD-MSI, [68] ) and estimated total hours 118 of musical training within life span (house intern online questionnaire). 119 120 Age, nonverbal IQ (SPM), information processing capacity (ZVT), musical training (total hours during life span on main instrument), musicality (AMMA; MSI) and online pitch identification screening (PIS) for each group; * two RP reported not having absolute pitch but reached a screening score of 13 respectively 21. Because of this and their weak performance in the pitch adjustment test, the subjects were assigned to the RP group; Significant group differences highlighted in bold.
122
Experiments and material 123
Pitch Adjustment Test (PAT) 124
Absolute pitch ability was measured by using two different absolute pitch tests: The pitch 125 identification screening (PIS) during the online survey mentioned above, and a pitch adjustment test 126 (PAT) based on Dohn et al. [69] . Participants were given a maximum of 15 seconds to adjust the 127 frequency of a sine wave with random start frequency (220 -880 Hz, 1Hz steps) and told to try to hit 128 the target note (letter presented central on PC screen, e.g. "F# / Gb") as precisely as possible 129 without the use of any kind of reference. Online pitch modulation was programmed according to 130 Dohn et al. [69] and provided by turning a USB-Controller (Griffin PowerMate NA16029, Griffin 131 Technology, 6001 Oak Canyon, Irvine, CA, USA). Resolution of the Power Mate was set to 10 132 cents vs. 1 cent (if pressed during turn of the wheel) for individual choice between rough and fine 133 tuning. To confirm their answer, participants were instructed to press a button on a Cedrus 134 Response Pad (Response Pad RB-844, Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA 90734, USA) to 135 automatically proceed with the next trial. If no button was hit, the final frequency after 15 seconds 136 was taken. In both cases, the Inter Trial Interval (ITI) was set to 3000 ms. The total test consisted of 137 108 target notes, presented in semi-random order in 3 Blocks of 36 notes each (3*12 different notes 138 per block) with individual breaks between the blocks. The final or chosen frequencies of each 139 participant were compared to the nearest target tone (< 6 semitones/600cent), as participants were 140 allowed to choose their octave of preference. EEG was measured during the PAT but will be 141 reported elsewhere. For each participant, mean absolute derivation (MAD (1),[69]) from target tone 142 143 (1) https://www.autismresearchcentre.com/arc_tests). It consists of 50 items within five subscales 164 (attention to detail, attention switching, imagination, social skills and communication). One point is 165
given for each item with a mildly or strongly agreement with the autistic-like symptoms (half the 166 items were negatively poled. The maximum AQ-Score therefore is 50). 167 168 EEG Resting State 169 EEG resting state data was acquired immediately before the PAT at the beginning of the 170 experimental session using 28 scalp electrodes (sintered silver/silver chloride; Fp1 , Fp2, F3, F4,  171   FC3, FC4, C3, C4, CP3, CP4, P3, P4, F7, F8, FT7, FT8, T7, T8, TP7, TP8, P7, P8, O1, O2 activity or other artefacts were removed from the data by inverse ICA. After that, segments still 199 containing the above mentioned artefacts were removed manually. Defective or highly noisy 200 electrodes were interpolated using spherical interpolation [74] implemented in eeglab (5 201 participants, 1-2 electrodes each). All statistical analyses were repeated under exclusion of 202 participants with interpolated electrodes as well as non-native German speakers and the participant 203 which reported to take Mirtazapine. Direction and significance of effects was not affected by the 204 exclusions, therefore all participants were included into the final analyses. Afterwards, the artefact 205 clean data was exported to fieldtrip for connectivity and network analysis (next steps). coherence within a network is reduced to one value per parameter and participant that reflects the 281 small-worldness or efficiency of a brain network relative to a random or chaotic network [62, 82, 282 85, 92-94]. By definition [62, 97, 98] Small-Worldness  (7) is characterized by a C, which is 283 much higher than that of a random network ( = C real /C random >>1), but has a comparable short 284 path length ( = L real/L random  1). 285 
and is interpreted as a measure of integration of the network. As both, andreflect the underlying 312 brain network structure relative to a random network of the same density (and degree distribution) 313 and influence the calculation of small-worldness, we chose to look at these parameters separately. 314
That is, because we were specifically interested in the potentially differential relation of segregation 315 and integration in the brain. Various authors have shown, that long-range-connections (integration) 316 are more associated with synchronization in low frequency bands, whereas short-range-connectivity 317 is mainly processed within beta-band (e.g. [100]). 318 319
Statistical Analysis 320
All statistical analyses were done using the open-source statistical software package R (Version 321 3.5¸https://www.r-project.org/). 322
We expected group differences between AP and RP regarding AQ-Scores, MAD (PAT), PIS (sum 323 of correctly identified tones) and network parameters  and (in beta, delta and theta band). 324
Additional unexpected results obtained in other frequency bands and network parameters are also 325 reported. In order to correct for multiple comparisons across frequency bands, ten thresholds each 326 and various network parameters, only significant results within at least two successive thresholds 327 were considered significant. Results were obtained using t-tests and non-parametric equivalents 328 when applicable. Inter-correlations between the variables were investigated to further explore the 329 interrelation of autistic traits, absolute pitch performance and network structure using regression 330 and bivariate correlations. Finally, the network parameters  and , AQ-Score and the age of 331 beginning to play a musical instrument (as a covariate) were used to predict PIS and PAT 332 performance within the sample using multiple regressions and AQ and AP performance to predict 333 network parameters. 334
335
Results 336
Behavioral performance and autism traits 337
Welch two-sample t-tests revealed significant lower absolute deviations from target tone (MAD; 338 t(43.7)= 15.614; p < 2.2e-16) and lower deviations from individual mean deviation, i.e. interpreted 339 as pitch template (SDfoM; t(40.9)= 12.145; p = 3.788e-15) for absolute pitch compared to relative 340 pitch possessors (Table 2) . Having AP was further associated with more autistic traits (AQ; t(60.3) 341 = -2.501; p < 0.015) and (marginally) an early start of musical training (starting age; t (55.4) = 342 1.751; p < 0.086). For AQ, only the subscale "imagination" reached significance (t(57.4)=-4.287, p 343 < 6.997e-05) with higher values for AP, while "communication" (t(55.3)=-1.977, p = 0.053) and 344 "attention to detail" (t(61.6)=-1.776, p = 0.081) were marginally and "social skills" ( t(60.9)=-345 1.145, p = 0.257) and "attention switching" (t(62.0)=1.012, p = 0.316) not significant. 346 347 In general, significant and marginally significant results were spread widely across different 361 thresholds (see figure 1 ). Only significant results appearing on at least two thresholds in the same 362 frequency band were included in further analyses (multiple regression). Of those, the threshold (T)  363 with the highest effect size of neighbouring significant results was taken: Clustering  EO beta 364 
  σ ECgamma
Pearson correlations between variables of interest (network parameters: selected bands and thresholds); significant correlation coefficients are highlighted with stars. a variables were z-standardized to the mean and sd of the non-AP population 392
Prediction of network parameters 393
To further investigate the interrelation between AP, autistic traits and network connectivity, we 394 calculated general linear models to predict network connectivity (L, C, SW) differences obtained 395 before by a combination of AP performance and AQ. Different models were compared using R², 396 R² adjusted and information criteria (AIC). Separate models are shown for active (PAT) and passive 397 (PIS) AP performance as for their high collinearity. Only Clustering obtained a better prediction by 398 a joint model of AQ and AP performance (active and passive on separate models because of 399 intercorrelation) with AQ as a significant predictor. While inclusion of AQ-Scores did not improve 400 the prediction of path length and small worldness (see table 4), it was predictive for Clustering 401
Coefficients in the beta range in each, a joint model with either MAD (F(2,60)=6.011, p<0.004; 402 R²=0.167,R² adjusted =0.139; β AQ =4.06e-3, p<0.014; β MAD =2.07e-4, p<0.004) or PIS-performance 403 (F(2,59)=6.889, p<0.002; R²=0.189,R² adjusted =0.162; β AQ =4.44e-3, p<0.009; β MAD =-2.62e-3, 404 p<0.0041). Both models were superior compared to a prediction of network connectivity by AP 405 performance alone, even though the bivariate correlation between AQ and Clustering did not reach 406 significance (see previous section) 407 408 Model 4
1.79 *** -1.29e-3 ** -8.6 (1,60) <0.005** 0.125 0.111 -206.45 Parameters, significance (F-statistics) and comparison of different models. Models are compared using R², R²adjusted and AIC (Akaike information criterion). Smaller AIC and higher R² indicate superior models. Significance: p<0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.01 *** (uncorrected).
410

Post-hoc analysis: single connection statistics 411
To assess single connection differences in the beta frequency band, permutation statistics 412 (n permutations =10000) across groups were evaluated post-hoc. To obtain these, raw matrices in the 413 relevant frequency bands (significant results) were z-standardized individually and permutation 414 group statistics (FDR corrected) performed across groups using custom MATLAB scripts. An 415 unstandardized comparison was provided as well. While the former reflects the relative importance 416 of the connections within the participants´ networks between the groups, the latter shows group 417 differences in the absolute wPLI. Results revealed overall increased wPLI values for AP in a 418 network comprising mainly left frontal and parietal regions (especially nodes: F7, F3, F4, P3; see 419 table 5 for anatomical correlations) combined with lower connectivity within and between bilateral 420 temporal regions (FT7-T8, FT7-T7, FT8-T8; unstandardized results). Relative to their own 421 networks (z-standardized participants matrices), AP´s exhibited reduced connectivity compared to 422 RP between left FT7 and various sites along frontal-temporal-occipital electrodes 423 (F8 ,T8,TP8,P8,P3) in the right hemisphere, especially again within and between bilateral temporal 424 regions (FT7-T8, FT7-T7, FT8-T8). The only significant higher connections relative to their own 425 network for AP were found between F7, F8 and P7. This is, because in the course of graph theoretical analysis, thresholds have to be applied on the 446 participants´ raw matrices, leading to a reduced number of total connections. Thus the connections 447 fed into graph analysis also highly depend on the participant specific order of connection weights 448 and can have a high regional variability despite producing similarly high or low network 449 parameters. 450 451 
452
Discussion 453
The results of the present study underline a possible interrelation between autistic traits, brain 454 connectivity and absolute pitch ability. We investigated EEG resting state connectivity using a 455 graph theory approach in professional musicians with and without absolute pitch, the Autism 456 Spectrum Quotient [70] and each a test of pitch naming and pitch adjustment ability. Analyses 457 revealed higher autistic traits, higher average Path length (delta 2-4 Hz)), lower average Clustering 458 (beta 13-20 Hz), lower Small-Worldness (gamma 30-60 Hz) and a tendency for an earlier start of 459 musical training in absolute pitch musicians. Furthermore, pitch naming was well predicted by 460 autistic traits, Path length and Clustering values, explaining a total of 44% of the variance. Pitch 461 adjustment (i.e. active absolute pitch) was explained by the same predictors plus the age of begin of 462 musical training summing up to an R² = 0.38. However, in the latter case, the starting age of 463 musical training and Path length remained marginally significant. 464
It is noteworthy that the start of playing a musical instrument in our models did not significantly 465 improve the prediction of AP performance but only in pitch adjustment. Furthermore, the total 466 amount of musical training during life was neither predictive of any AP performance in the general 467 linear model, nor did show a group difference. The typical human brain exhibits a small-world like 468 structure with a much higher Clustering compared to a random network, while maintaining an 469 efficient information transfer and low wiring cost through an equally low path length [62, 93, 97] . [116] found higher gamma peaks in response to illusory figures in autism. Generally, abnormal 507 gamma activity is found in a range of neuropsychiatric disorders, with reduced gamma in negative 508 schizophrenic symptoms, Alzheimer's disease and task specific gamma decrease in autism, but an 509 increase in gamma in ADHD, positive schizophrenic symptoms and epilepsy (for a review see [117, 510 118] ). Thus, the results of reduced Small-Worldness in AP are in line with an integration-deficit 511 hypothesis of AP, both in perceptual organization and binding of musical stimuli and in brain 512 connectivity, which is again similar to autism (see [42, 44, [119] [120] [121] [122] . However, the findings in 513 gamma band did not show correlations with autistic symptoms. 514
Our results replicate the results of Dohn et al. [39] showing higher autistic traits, which reached 515 significant in the subscales "imagination" (similar to [39]),"attention to detail" (marginally) and 516 "social skills" (marginally). Furthermore, autistic traits were also not only correlated to pitch 517 naming as already shown by Dohn et al. [39] , but also to pitch adjustment accuracy (MAD, mean 518 absolute deviation to target tone in cent ; 100 cent= 1 semitone) and adjustment consistency 519 (SDfoM, pitch template tuning). However, similar to [39], group mean autistic traits did not reach 520 the cutoff for diagnostic relevance, indicating a high variability regarding autistic traits even in the 521 that we cannot explicitly conclude anatomical differences from connectivity differences on the 574 sensor levels. Further structural or functional studies using methods with high anatomical precision 575 have to be conducted to evaluate this hypothesis. 576 577 Some caveats of the present approach are warranted. First, we did not use a source-based approach 578 of functional connectivity, making conclusions with respect to anatomical associations of the 579 obtained differences very speculative. Second, various different configurations of local and global 580 hyper-vs. hypoconnectivity can be assumed to result into the same averaged network measures, 581 therefore no conclusions can be made about the exact relative structure within the brain and among 582 different regions. Nevertheless, higher Path length (EC, delta 2-4 Hz) can be interpreted as weaker 583 integration in the network and higher Clustering (EO,13-20 Hz) as higher local segregation of 584 functions [85] and therefore might again reflect a local hyper-over global (integrative) 585 hypoconnectivity in the brain of AP musicians. This interpretation is further encouraged by studies 586
showing, that long-range connectivity (integration) is more reflected in low frequency bands, 587 whereas short range connectivity is more high frequency bands [100, 148] . This again fits to the 588 results of our study, as higher Clustering, indicative for local segregation, was found in the beta 589 range and Path length -indicative for global integration in the network and therefore long-range-590 associations -in the delta range. 591
In addition, significant group differences were highly selective for certain frequency bands, states 592 (EO vs. EC) and thresholds. Nevertheless, we can rule out the possibility, that we obtained those 593 differences by chance. First, there were significant differences for at least one threshold in a 594 frequency band, effect sizes of the other thresholds in the same frequency band never (exclusive: 595 Crand EO alpha) indicated reverse effects (see color code in figure 1 ). Second, we did only consider 596 differences relevant, if at least two neighbouring thresholds exhibited a significant group difference. 597 Third, the three network parameters selected via group differences always could also predict AP 598 performance with a reasonable high R² and/or showed bivariate correlations with AP performance 599 in both tests of AP. weights for connections in graph analysis, we for the first time applied graph theory on resting state 606 EEG connectivity of AP musicians, both in eyes closed and eyes open conditions. This is similar to 607 methods used in analyzing brain connectivity in autism [49, 103] . Finally, while e.g. Elmer et al. 608
[108] used phase synchronization as an estimate for functional EEG connectivity, we used wPLI 609 (weighted phase lag index, [75]), which is less contaminated by volume conduction [75-78, 81] 610 thus contributing to a higher validity and reliability with respect to true brain connectivity and graph 611 theoretical parameters [79, 83, 84] . 612
613
In summary, differences in network and connectivity analysis in the beta band seem to be 614 specifically associated with the relation of autistic traits and absolute pitch, whereas Path length in 615 delta range and Small-Worldness in gamma range might reflect other influences on the acquisition 616 of the ability (e.g. environmental factors, genetic factors not attributable to autistic traits, musical 617 education method, instrument, learning, sensitive periods). To our knowledge this is the first study 618 to combine measures on autistic traits and brain networks on musicians with and without absolute 619 pitch. We conclude that this is further evidence showing, that AP and Autism both have shared and 620 distinct neuronal and phenotypic characteristics. This might also be reflected in subgroups of AP 621 with different genesis, providing new arguments for the discussion about a dichotomous or 622 continuous view on AP. However, the causal relationship between AP, autistic traits and brain 623 connectivity remains to be evaluated. Availability of data and material: The datasets generated and/ or analysed during the current 683 study are not publicly available due to specifications on data availablity within ethics approval. 684
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